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Regis - a look Fall baseball 
into the future season cancelled 
REG5COUEGE-----------------------------------------
rown an 0 
100 Years in Denver, Colorado Thursday, October 13, 1988 
Anderson delivers address to large audience 
by Craig Scott 
Former presidential 
candidate John Anderson 
spoke to a standing room only 
crowd in the science 
amphitheater this past 
Monday. Anderson's 
presentation was part of the 
college lecture series. 
Anderson generally 
addressed the '88 election and 
some of its traits. His 
comments focused more on 
the process than on the 
campaign issues and the actual 
candidates' views. Anderson 
made no predictions on this 
1ea:t' ~ -pte<;;; ... o.e-n\.~a\. cQ-n\.e'&\.. 
Former presidential candidate John Anderson 
Anderson called for more 
debates between the 
candidates, and said funds 
should be made available for 
such activities. "The old ways 
simply will not do," he pointed 
out in suggesting a change in 
the election process. 
Anderson pointed to 
preSent problems--particularly 
the national deficit--as ones to 
which we are all going to have 
to face. 
While most of the former 
Illinois congressman's 50 
minute presentation dealt with 
the future, Anderson did take 
some time r · bi 
as an indepen ent candidate 
for president in 1980. He 
related his 13 million dollar 
campaign as compared to 
Carter's and Reagan's 75 and 
100 million respectively. He 
also spoke of his support from 
celebrities like Ed Asner, 
Barbara Streisand and Paul 
Newman. Additionally, 
Anderson noted that the 
promises made by the other 
candidates in the 1980 election 
could only be made real by 
using mirrors. 
Following the presentation, 
the floor was opened to the 
audience for a 30 minute 
question and answer period. 
Anderson fielded questions 
ranging from party platforms 
and campaign ethics to 
international law and global 
interdependence. 
Ea.t:lier i the - the 
former presidential contender 
met with a number of students, 
faculty and staff. He had 
dinner with members of the 
student exective board and a 
few other specially invited 
guests. 
The former candidate from 
Illinois said the American 
people need to be more 
involved in the election 
process. People must be 
"more than a passive spectator 
on the sideline," Anderson said 
comparing politics to contact 
sports. 
Budget main topic at general assembly 
Anderson echoed what 
many experts have pointed out 
in recent years: the election 
process is based largely upon 
the visual. He said the visual 
and event orientation of the 
campaigns is causing a 
problem with the process that 
allows candidates to avoid the 
issues. 
Budget concerns again 
highlighted the general 
assembly meeting held this 
past Monday. 
It was reported that a 
misunderstanding in budget 
figures between the executive 
board and the business office 
have caused a problem with 
present budget figures. 
Despite announcements last 
year that the student activities 
deficit had been wiped clean, it 
was recently discovered that a 
$32,000 deficit still existed. 
"The budget issue is a real 
crucial one," stated Campus 
Life Director Jim McCormick, 
who is working with treasurer 
Missy Castelli on the issue. 
Those two will announce 
today revised budgets for the 
News report prompts concern 
over ·college food service 
A news report aired last 
week on local television raised 
serious questions about the 
food service at Regis College. 
Tom Martino of KCNC-1V 
channel 4 reported in his 
weekly review of health 
department reports for area 
eating establishments, that the 
cafeteria here bad received a 
health rating of 34 of a 
possible 100 during a recent 
inspection. Those reports are 
not normally posted for public 
viewing. 
Among the items Martino 
at the 
site were poor food storage, 
improper refrigeration 
temperatures, and insect 
infestation in the kitchen area. 
A number of Regis students 
viewed the report a week ago 
today, and the issue has been 
a prominent one on campus 
over the past few days. 
Marriott Food Services, 
who operates the cafeteria, 
said the mechanical problems 
were taken care of this past 
Sunday. They invited the 
public to examine the next 
inspection, and offered 
assurance that the problems 
would not be present then. 
Regis officials said that 
there has never been a 
problem with the rating 
before, and that steps were 
being taken to correct what 
were mostly mechanical 
problems now. 
Vice President for Student 
Life Tom Reynolds said 
another inspection was 
scheduled for next week. 
Watch for more details in 
later editions of the Brown 
andGGid. 
various groups on campus that 
receive funding through the 
executive board. The attempt 
to fmally get the deficit off the 
books is probably going to 
mean cutting back on waste in 
a number of different areas. 
In other assembly events, 
remarks were made regarding 
the attendance policy at G .A. 
and a grievances procedure for 
elections was presented by 
Rich Rock. The procedure 
was approved for inclusion in 
the by-laws of the student 
constitution. 
The next meeting is 
scheduled for Tuesday, Oct. 25 
in the science amphitheater. 
Students eating at the college cafeteria have expressed concern after 
hearing of recent health problems with the food service 
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R.A. committee brings more activities to campus 
By Dyanna DeCola 
Resident assistants (R.A.'s) 
are frequently labeled by 
numereous students as just 
bunch of ''bad guys:' How-
ever that is an unfair and false 
assumption. Yes, the so called 
"bad guys" who enforce quiet 
hours, and log students for 
having a beer, are really on the 
students side. Several students 
wonder how an R.A. could 
possibly be on the their side? 
Well, one of the greatest 
forms of proof is the 12 extra 
activities per year being 
created by the R.A. staff 
especially for students. 
Three R.A. committees have 
been created from each dorm. 
Lee Smith heads the first, 
Shawn Tassone heads the 
second, and Katina Thopakis 
leads the third. Under each of 
tnese R.A.s are a combination 
of five other R.A.s from each 
dorm. Each group is assigned 
to provide two activities cam-
pus wide, per semester. 
Two of these events have 
already taken place. Lee 
Smith's first activity was 
"Win, Lose, or Draw." "The 
main goal was to create an 
exciting activity, and get 
across the image of respon-
sible drinking,'' he states. At 
the door pamphlets on alcohol 
were handed out, posters 
were hung up, and alcohol 
facts were integrated into the 
game. "We slipped it in the 
back door,'' he remarks when 
explaining how he created the 
combination. Mock-tail drinks 
such as strawberry daiquiris 
and pina coladas were served. 
Lee Smith acted as the M.C., 
and stated, "Everyone liked 
the drinks and I was really 
happy with the turnout. It 
gave us great confidence for 
further events.'' 
The second committee also 
put on their first event: Col-
orado Day. Shawn Tassone, 
with great help by Robben 
Students: Less than two weeks left . . . to earn 
points and prizes for the first round of 
the Fitness Challenge. Remember prizes 
will be awarded to individuals (male and 
female) at each class level, floor, and 
residence hall with the highest number of 
points on Oct. 24 and again on Dec. 5. 
Point System: Orientation: 30 
Aerobic workouts, 10 for eaclv of the 
following: 
aerobic dance class 
2-mile walk/run 
5-mile cycle 
2-mile row 
1-mile swim (72 laps) 
Fitness Thst: 60 
Lecture: 40 
Dietary Recall: 40 
Chec~ out the prizes and record your aerobic workouts 
with the Fitness Program. 
Questions: Call 458-3563, REMEMBER . .. R.A.'s earn 
double points and R.D.'s earn triple points for their hall .. 
For the Early Morning People ... 
Extended Hours of Operation- 7:00-9:00 a.m. 
Monday-Friday 
Jazz Dance Class 
Monday, Oct. 17 is your last chance to sign up for the 
first 4-week session of jazz dance classes with Stacy 
Spence. If interested, do not delay. 
Monday and Wednesday evenings, 7:00-8::30 p.m., 
Activity Room, Life Directions Center .. Cost: .$25.00. 
movie was shown in the pub 
and a dinner was served Col-
orado style with special attrac-
tions such as "Rocky Moun-
tain Oysters.'' 
The third committee has yet 
to put on their first event. 
Regis students and faculty 
··nave four more events to 
watch for this semester 
presented by the R.A.'s. All 
three head R.A.'s agree the 
main purpose is to bring forth 
new, fun, and educational 
events to all. In addition, this 
will give prospective R.A.'s 
greater knowledge on some of 
the responsibilities of an R.A. 
" We want students to know 
we are here not only for dis-
ciplinary reasons but for 
friendship and guidance" 
Thssone states. He adds :.I 
·' would like these activities to 
increase the integration with 
the R.A. staff and students." 
Edelmann, created an ex-
cellent hour of great history 
and education for students 
and faculty. They did this by 
bringing in Professor Brock-
way to speak during lunch 
hour in the student center, 
and setting out showcases to 
display Regis' history. Pro-
fessor Brockway's lecture 
focused on Alfred Packard, 
and combine-d other pieces of 
Colorado's history. In the 
glass cases were previous 
yearbooks, letter jackets, 
photographs, and the campus 
magazines. 
Shawn Thssone states, "We 
wanted to educate people on 
certain aspects of Colorado 
'history, and Regis's evolution.'' 
Robben Edelmann felt the the 
lecture went well. ''Professor 
Brockway was a dynamic 
speaker, the students seemed 
to enjoy him enormously,'' she 
said. In connection with the 
lecture, that evening a special 
Forensics team 
takes third overall 
at Casper 
The Regis Forensic Team 
traveled to exciting Casper, 
On Campus Interviews 
SIGN UPS WIIL BE lU5TED m 'IHE LIFE DIROCI'IOOS CEN1'ER BmiNNING SEPI'EMBER 
23RD CAlL 458-3508 IF YOO ARE AN OFF-cAMRJS S'lUDENl' 
~DATE <JRGI'><I'Z.ATIOO ~ 
October 10 Arthur An:!erson l\cct. majors 
October 11 1!00/Seidman l\cct, majors 
October .12 C.I.A. AC, IA, Math-Groop Mtg 
October 13 F. B. I. All Maj ors-Groop mt:o. 
CJc:t:otJer 14 state Fann Insurance AC, 81\, CIS, CSM 
October 25 
.Peat Harwick Main & CD l\cct, majors, MBII,/AC 
October ~6 
. Thurrlerbin:l All majors 
,October '28 Adol!'h Coors Catpany l\cct. majo~ 
Novelltler 1 Metrcpolitan Life AC, BA., CS, MBA 
Novenber 2 Country Co Ins. Inv. Corp '1m 
Novenber 3 Internal Revenue Service l\cct. majors 
Novelltler 4 Tan:ly Corporation AC, Bll., CIS 
Novelltler 8 Northwestern M.rt:ual Life AC, Rl\, IA, CA, MBA 
Novelltler. 1Q Prudential Insurance AC 
lf yau drink, don't drive 
Yes, you saw right. It's not a misprint. It's a serious warn-
~g designed to catch your attention. And it contains two very 
Important messages: 
Alc?hol is a drug. Alcohol is a substance that ''by its 
chemical nature alters structure or function in the living 
organism." 
Now most people would have the common sense notto mix 
one or more drugs without seeking advice, so this note would 
seem senseless. But it's not. People do mix alcohol and other 
dr~gs e~ery day; sometimes deliberately, most often 
unmtentwnally. 
Alcoholic beverages when taken in combinatio 'th 
d . . h n WI me Icmes sue as sedatives, antihistamines, or tranquilizers 
may produce undesirable or even dangerous effects. 
The best and safest bet when you're usm· g m di t' · 
. e ca ronsts 
to !~ave alcoholic beverages strictly alone - or ask the 
advice of your doctor or pharmacist. 
-Colorado Pharmacal Association 
ai_td Colorado Alcohol Awareness Week 
Dick L. Kessler, Chairman 
Wyoming,for the "Pioneer 
Trails'' Thurnament. This was 
Vicky Bradford and her team's 
first tournament of the year 
and what a successful one it 
was. Out of eighteen teams, 
the ten member team placed 
first in individual events and 
third place overall in the tour-
nament. CSU captured first 
place overall and CU followed 
with the second place prize. 
In the platform speaking 
events, Anthony Rogers and 
C"tai.~ Scott ca=.~ o~ to'\) Vl'\.'{\.-
ning fifth and second places 
respectively in the event of 
informative speaking. Craig 
Scott received a fifth place 
and freshman Pam Espinoza · 
received a second in impromp-
tu speaking. In the final round 
of ADS, all four of Regis' par-
ticipants made it to finals. 
Craig Scott swept this event 
with a first place, Meghan 
Stewart followed behind with 
a second, Freshman Kelly 
Mcinerney captured a fourth 
place, and Liz Howard re-
ceived a fifth place for this 
event. And lastly, in the event 
of extemporaneous speaking, 
Anthony Rogers was a semi-
finalist. 
Regis also did well in the oral 
interpretation events. Kelly 
Murphy and Shari Marquez 
placed fourth in dramatic duo 
and Meghan Stewart and Liz 
Howard placed second. In the 
event of dramatic interpreta-
tion, Meghan Stewart won 
sixth place and Liz Howarsl 
received a fifth place. Kelly 
Murphy received a fifth place. 
in the event of prose and Shari 
Marquez, Meghan Stewart, 
and Kelly Mcinerney were 
semi-finalists in this event. In 
the new event of program oral 
interpretation, Meghan 
Stewart shocked the audience 
with her rather "unique" 
book turning technique- her 
creativeness helped her cap-
ture third place. 
Regis Forensic Team's next 
tourney will be at Colora~o 
Springs. Colorado College will 
be the host of this large tour-
nament in three weeks. 
----'--~--~-~-~~~--~~----~-----~---~--~-
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Full house hoped for 
Crowded House 
Shawn Tassone, Ranger ofthe Week 
Ranger of the Week . 
Thssone el\ioys 
diversity vvithin 
reason 
by Lisa Climer 
"It's good to be diverse in 
your activities, but don't 
spread yourse11 too thin." In 
his years at Regis "Shawn 
~"e:,Q~"i:":. ~c:::..:e. ~"CQ'l~"'U. '\..fia."\.. ne 
at Lutheran Hospital where 
he received training as an 
emergency medical techni-
cian. He is currently gaining 
~~~~"T'\._e""C\.ce "'o~ ~<:Jo-ck'\.""-~ Ct..8 a 
u.nit secretary in the emer-
gency room at Rose Medical 
Center. 
As to what has kept him 
going, Shawn feels that his 
family deserves credit for 
"k,~eping me on track." ''I'm 
the first person in my family 
to go to college, so I guess you 
could say that I'm the pioneer· 
of the Thssone family.'' 
by William Hiller 
Deb Waldman, Vice Presi-
dent for the Program Activi-
ties Council, confirmed last 
week an on-campus appear-
ance by Crowded House, a 
well-known progressive/pop 
band. The concert, scheduled 
for Nov. 27 in the Fieldhouse, 
is the only Colorado stop the 
band will be making on its na-
tional tour. Crowded House 
has such well known hits as 
" Don't Dream It's Over", 
and recently released a new 
album entitled ''Temple of 
Low Man." · 
Regis was chosen as the con-
cert site over the Paramount 
Theatre downtown, primarily 
because the fieldhouse can 
seat more people. ''Regis was 
the place to have concerts 
15-20 years ago,'' says 
Waldman. At that time the 
Paramount, one of Denver's 
foremost concert sites, had not 
yet been restored . The last 
concert to play at Regis was in 
the early 70's. "I'm trying to 
bring that [reputation] back,'' 
she proposed. Waldman has 
been working to get concerts 
here since last April. "Basic-
ally, my goal was to get a big 
Oa.--no.'u:\.;~ ~heBa~s- ·-""'i:'n\.'e:.-~llke 
a big step." 
The concert committee suc-
ceeded in booking Crowded 
House through perseverance, 
says Waldman. ''A lot of peo-
ple thought that they [Crowd-
ed House] wouldn't be inter-
ested in coming to Regis, and 
that's simply not true," she 
relates. ''If this goes over well, 
we hope to put on at least one 
more big one next semester.'' 
The concert, open to the 
public, is being co-produced 
by the PAC and a local pro-
moter, and tickets will be 
available at Ticketmaster 
locations. Regis students with 
college I. D.'s will be able to get 
discounts, available at least a 
day in advance. 
The concert committee is 
still looking for an opening act 
for the show, and any recom-
mendations or auditions 
should be referred to Waldman 
at the Student Executive 
Board Office in the Student 
Center, 458-4037 . 
Fall Frolic goes well 
by Janet Emlich 
On Friday, September 30, 
from 9:00 p.m. to 1 a.m., Fall 
Frolic was held at the 
Sheraton Denver Tech Center. 
The semi-formal dance was 
sponsored by the PAC (Pro-
gram Activity Council) and 
special events coordinator, Liz 
Howard. Music was by R.P.M., 
and on the whole, the dance 
went very well. 
Howard said that she was 
very pleased with it. "I 
thought the atmosphere was 
beautiful and made it more 
of a special occasion. We 
had a great crowd and I 
believe the 
band. I believe it was very suc-
cessful.'' 
After the dance, however, 
there were four arrests out-
side the hotel. Two were Regis 
students, but the two others 
weren' t . Still, it really had 
nothing to do with the dance, 
itself. 
Though there have been 
problems in the past - such as 
the damage last year to the 
Radisson - this year, things 
went very well. The ballroom 
was left in good condition, and 
the hotel rooms weren't 
Kelly McEwen and Shellie Dyman were two of the many at the 
recent Fall Frolic 
can follow his own advice. 
Aside from being an outstan-
ding student, Shawn is in-
volved in many diverse extra-
curricular activities. Shawn, 
a senior, is head R.A. in West 
Hall, and was an O'Connell 
R.A. as a junior. ' 'One of my 
best experiences at Regis has 
been being a resident assis-
tant. It 's given me a chance to 
give something back to the 
school, and to learn about the 
administrative side of Regis." 
Shawn was actively in-
volved in initiating a salary for 
R.A .'s that began during the 
spring '88 semester. This year 
he is on the golf team, a 
member of the biology club, 
and a columnist for the Brown 
and Gold. Shawn was also 
instrumental in re- establish-
ing the pre-health sciences 
club at Regis. 
Circle K sponsoring Casino Night 
Life for Shawn will not slow 
down after graduation. With 
his sights set on medical 
school,- he hopes· to attend 
·the University of Colorado or 
Creighton University. Sbawn 
first became interested in the 
medical field through a course 
Internship 
deadline 
Anyone planning to do an 
internship; field experience 
or community service project 
through the experiential edu-
cation. office should contact 
Lynne Montrose in Loyola 
26 now. 
The last day to sign up for 
any of these activities for the 
spring semester is Nov. 28. 
As its first fundraiser this 
year, Circle K will be holding 
its second annual Casino Nite 
on October 14 from 8 p.m. to 
12 a.m. in the student dining 
hall. 
This year Casino Nite will 
offer a variety of fun ev~nts 
and gaming tables such as a 
mock wedding chapel, movies, 
craps, poker, and roulette. 
Prizes will be auctioned off at 
the end of the evening in ex-
change for chips. A ski trip to 
Keystone resort, which in-· 
eludes a one night luxurious 
condominium stay and lift 
. tickets for two, will be raffled 
off at the end of the evening 
as well. 
.----
1 ·1susBY'S ', · 
111' LIQUOR ~~~. I·~' ~~~~ ,.;JIJ , .. ·· ... '·;' : ofJ ~7 ' . • •.. u:J:;:!. 
loY' . vd ""'-;, - 4900 Lowell Bl . 458-7401 
Admission for Casino Nite is 
$2 at the door, which includes 
one bag of chips; or one can 
purchase a raffle ticket for $4 
in advance whicll includes ad-
mission. Raffle tickets are 
being sold in the lobby of the 
student center and will cost $5 
if purchased at the door. 
A few things are different 
about Circle K this semester 
however. Primarily, the organ-
ization has decided to form 
five committees to distribute 
the responsibility for the plan-
ning of fundraisers, social 
events, publicity for such 
events, off campus service 
projects, and so forth. In the 
-----, 
10% OFF 
ON ALL 
PURCHASES 
WITH THIS 
COUPON!!! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I UNDER NEW Expires October 20, 1988 
L MANAGEMENT I.D.s REQUIRED _j 
--------
past, these tasks were per-
formed by any club member 
who volunteered. As a result 
of the mandatory member-
ship obligation to be involved 
in at least one committee, 
it is hoped that each mem-
ber will be able to partici-
pate more fully in club activi-
ties and that more will be 
accomplished in a shorter 
amount of time. 
Secondly, two new officers 
have been elected to fill the 
positions of treasurer and 
secretary. Vacancies were 
created in these offices when 
former treasurer Jeanne Nel-
son became treasurer at the 
district level, and when for-
mer secretary William Hiller 
became district bulletin editor. 
The new officers are Thmmy R. 
Rolloff, treasurer; and Katie 
Masterson, secretary. 
In addition, if interest re-
mains high, this year's mem-
bership will be almost double 
that of last year. 
CAREER FAIR 
COMING SOOOON ...... . 
ANY KIND ot 
CHECKS CASHED 
Open 7 Days A Week No I.D. Required 
MCNISA Money Orders Only $.25 
Ma1lbox Rentals FAX Service 
51st & Federal 
433-9172 
Reduced Rates with Student J.D. 
Westcm Union 
Sends Money 
In a Hurry 
Don't '.Vorry 
. . ' 
~ # 
. ' 
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Commons and card Catalog honored 
All in atte'ndiwce were 
offered a card from the cata-
log's files to help celebrate 
the occasion. 
by Craig Scott 
Ceremonies were held Fri-
day, Sept. 30 to officially 
dedicate the Boettcher Com-
mons and retire the college 
card catalog. 
Despite a small rain shower, 
the Boettcher Commons was 
officially made the name for 
the area known as the quad. 
Chairman of the Regis College 
Board of Trustees Walter Im-
hoff presided over the dedica-
tion. Fr. David Clarke, S.J., 
president of Regis, and William 
Douglass, president and ex· 
ecutive director of the Boett-
cher Foundation, both made 
remarks at the ceremony. 
The Boettcher Foundation 
has been instrumental in help-
ing with a number of college 
projects. Their most recent ef:-:-
fort was a matching fund for 
a portion of the Commitment 
to the Future campaign. Regis 
Student Executive Board 
President Rich Rock and Pro-
fessor Bill Kelly responded on 
behalf of the students and 
faculty. 
A plaque has been placed in 
the earth at the north end of 
the commons to commemor-
ate the event. 
Following the outdoor cere-
monies w::1s a reception held 
on the main floor of Dayton 
Memorial Library. A number 
Kaffer steps do-wn 
from. position 
Vice President for Admini-
stration Bob Kaffer has step-
ped down from that position in 
order to take charge of all 
operations at the Loretto 
Heights campus. 
That announcement was 
actually made two weeks ago 
by Father David Clarke, S.J., 
president of the school. ''Bob 
relishes the challenge of 
Heights campus and has 
decided he would like to con-
centrate his efforts in that 
arena," Clarke said. 
The search for a new vice 
president for administration 
will begin immediately. Karen 
Webber, assistant vice presi-
dent for administration, will 
coordinate the efforts of the 
directors in this area until a 
new vice president is found. 
Kaffer originally joined 
Re&s Colle-ge. \:rl.. 1.~00 a.~d \.a..t<!!.-c 
became the college's first vice 
president for administration. 
Coalition helping peasants 
by Anthony Rogers 
The Coalition for Peace and 
Social Justice is off to a good 
start this year. The group 
says "that each year the 
group continues to gain new 
membership.'' 
The coalition is currently 
organizing a canned and 
materials drive for the peas-
ants of Nicaragua. Any 
donations will be welcome in 
the sociology department in 
Loyala 26. 
Other projects include a 
CIA protest which occurred 
on October 12 , a day of fasting 
in conjunction with Oxfam 
America, and helping to in-
crease awareness of the 
literacy and homeless prob-
lems in this country. More 
information will be available 
as soon as the logistics of 
these projects finally comes 
together. 
For all of those who are still 
confused, coalition meetings 
are now at 5:00p.m. Wednes-
days, on the second floor of the 
student center. 
REGISCKI 
~ 
()£T()I3£~ 1-tm 
STIJI)£NT CE~Tfl<: 
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NIGill 
$l. vo c~n~ 
"1~ MFFLE 
of faculty, Jesuits, board 
members and honored quests 
were present. 
catalog. "CiCi" was even 
presented with a gold watch 
before being wheeled off to 
perhaps a retirement home. 
The retirement party for the 
card catalog was held follow-
ing the reception. Director of 
Libraries Dr. Andrew Scrimge-
our made a delightful master 
of ceremonies for the ev~nt 
honoring "CiCi." 
Fine arts class 
newest part of core 
The ceremonies were 
enliven by a tribute from 
Senator Dennis Gallagher who 
''painfully'' recalled ''thumb-
ing through her drawers.'' 
Meghan Stewart, director of 
community relations for the 
student executive board, 
responded on behalf of the 
by Beth Stone 
As a Jesuit liberal arts col-
lege, one of Regis' primary 
educational goals is to ''pre-
pare students for life.'' To 
accomplish this Regis has 
established a core curriculum 
which requires students to ex-
perience as many disciplines 
as possible; from communica-
tion arts to math and natural 
sciences. 
Despite this broad range, 
many feel that one field of_ 
study has been left out. For 
this reason, a new fine arts . 
core class has been added to 
the list of required courses for 
current freshmen. Fine arts is 
necessary commeJ}ted. Rich-
ard Stephenson, direc.tor of . 
the Regis fine arts dep~rt- . 
ment, be~ause, '.'a. yritical • 
appreciation.of,~he ,arts, leads . 
to lifelong enrichment as 
human beings. Exposure to 
culture defines life." ·. 
' . 
· Th expose students fully to 
the fine arts, the two-credit 
fine arts core class is divided 
into three concentrated areas 
of art, theater and music. 
. Richard Stephenson is leading ' 
The Peace and Social Justice Coalition helped sponsor the sm 
CIA protest held in front of the student center Tuesday noon 
"&~.:u.<!..~u.~~ '-""'Q\.. \:.~~~·· f!C"'"k~\..~a'-\.~~ '--
of art, Regis theater director 
Philip Williams is instructing 
students in theater, and 
Therese Schroeder-Sheker is 
heading the music section of 
the course. Students rotate 
between each of these three 
divisions throughout the 
semester. 
International Fair held yesterday 
John Kane, and Helga Mok in 
the West Hall Lounge. Food 
fare was available from Italy, 
Greece, France, Germany, 
Latin America, and the 
Southwest U.S. 
The Third Annual Interna-
tional Fair was held yester-
day, the proceeds of which 
went to the Study Abroad 
Schoalarship Fund, which is 
used by the- department to 
help defray the expenses of 
students going abroad to 
study. 
College Republicans form 
French breakfast pastries 
were offered for sale in the 
foyer of the Student Center. 
There were also a number of 
presentations throughout the 
day by Dr. Jamie Roth, Dr. 
by Anthony Rogers 
A new organization has 
appeared on the Regis campus. 
The members call themselves 
the Regis College Republicans. 
The goals of the group are to 
''I Didn't~ ,, nnw ... 
You Didn't Read 
The 
Brown and Gold! 
The only way to keep up with what's . go~ngon! 
Pick it up every other Thursday 
promote the election of 
George Bush and J. Danford 
Quayle, and to generate loy-
alty and dedication to the 
Republican Party. 
The College Republicans 
have elected Chris Pieroni as 
chairman, Mischelle Hyman as 
vice-chairman, Mike 'Thrrigno 
as secretary, Anthony Rogers 
as communications and pub-
lic relations representative, 
and Keith Adams and Nancy 
McCarthy as general assembly 
representatives. The group is 
very fortunate to have a var-
iety of interested members, 
but would like to continue to 
spread the word about their 
goals. 
Meetings are at 8:30 p.m., 
Thursdays, on the 2nd floor of 
the student center. 
On Campus 
.Lately 
Lisa Schaefer and Candee 
Broadhurst, had the cops over 
to a party lately? 
Some of the many lovely 
couples at the Fall Frolic were 
Kelly Vinnola and Frank Thr-
res, Elizabeth Kopecky and 
Jim Foltmei; and Jenny Merkel 
and Dave Walsh. 
Lee Smith and Kari Card, 
why did you have to leave the 
frolic a little early? 
Suzy M., what do you blow 
on in your room? 
Jim Riley, did you really 
once listen to the astronauts 
take off "in stereo?" 
William Hiller, did you and 
Beth Stone really ''do the din-
ing room?" 
Dr. Disanto, were you and an 
unidentified friend relaxing in 
the whirlpool when the Life 
Directions Cenbter was 
evacuated recently? 
Kurtis Kelly, been stuck in 
the library elevator lately? 
Speech Test-
Out Soon 
The test -out for the 
basic speech class will be 
held Wednesday, Oct. 26 at 
'1.·.<\(\ ~ ·""'-· t.~~e'<e"-\.ed.. ~n.-
dividuals need to sign up hy 
October 21. 
Contact Val Wilcox in 
the communication arts of-
fice for more details. 
CLASSIFIED 
ADS 
SERVICES 
WordPro Word Processing. 
Metro Denver. Thrm papers, 
thesis, graphics, manuscripts, 
resumes. Letter quality. Pick 
up and delivery available. 
680-1680 
Accurate, fast typing for stu-
dents and faculty. Term 
papers, thesis, dissertations, 
resumes, manuscripts, spread-
sheets. Starting at $1.15 per 
DIS page, professional work. 
MC, VISA, AX. accepted. 7 
blocks from campus. Walker 
Typing Service. Call4 77-4204. 
HELP WANTED 
Opportunity in the Travel 
Industry 
The #1 college tour operator is 
looking for an efficient, 
responsible, and organized 
campus representative to 
market a Spring Break trip on 
campus. Earn free trips, and 
good commissions while gain-
ing great business experience. 
For more information call 
1-800-999-4300. 
Experienced Painter Needed! 
477-4204 
Alaska now hiring. Logging, 
const., fishing, nurses, teach-
ers. etc. Excellent pay. For 
more information call 206-
7 48-7544 ext. A-349 
by Craig Scott 
I don't want a job 
I was given an article the other day that stated more and more 
of the labor force is now composed of college graduates. I sup-
pose for many of us, that's great news. We may only make 
$13,000 our first year- but if we starve ourselves, walk to work, 
and do nothing but work, we can pay off our college bill in just 
four short years. But, few of us can deny that our Regis educa-
tion will pay off in the long run (Of course, if your parents have. 
been paying for all of this all along anyway, you can start raking 
in the bucks immediately). 
That payoff can be even greater when combined with 
graduate school. However, Regis College doesn't seem to have 
done much for those of us not wanting to plunge immediately , 
into the day-to-day routine of a job. For some of us masochists, 
we want to go on for more schooling, more tests, and more late 
. nights in the library. Call us crazy, call us weird, and most of 
all, call us alone. 
~say ''alone'' bacause hardly anyone here at the school seems 
to have much of a clue when it comes to graduate school. We 
push so hard for the rounded individual and the opportunities 
that provides, but we seem to forget about the possibility that 
there might be continuing education after Regis. Is graduate 
school not a worthy ambition? (Or is this all a ploy to lure us 
back to the Regis · MBA program once we've been in the 
workforce a while?) 
Papa C considers himself to be relatively capable when it 
comes to finding out information on this campus. Yet, I had few 
clues as to where to go once I decided to apply for some graduate 
· school scholarships. My conversations with at least three other 
students revealed they have had similar difficulties. When 
students thing GRE is probably a new computer language, it 
should be a hint that a problem exists here. In my quest for 
scholarship help, the financial aid office provided no in.forma-
tion. The library staff was courteous, but could supply me with 
nothing I needed. My advisor did at least know someone else 
'N'~O '-"'-'--t"U..~ k"'IX~~ Q~ ~~e. o-the~~<eo"Qo\.e. ~h:a ... ~.;._~t"'b~-e..'b"l.e~ 
help. Finally, l was fortunate enough to get Dr. Steve Doty and 
Dean Bill Hynes to assist me. 
I suppose I am just finding it discouraging that Regis appar-
ently places so little emphasis and dedicates so little time 
toward such an important career move. Is that why we were all 
so shocked when our own Mary Ann Lehmkuhle was accepted 
to Johns Hopkins? Maybe with a more concerted effort, that 
kind of event could happen more often.-And in the meantime, 
those of us pondering graduate school could use a little more 
assistance. 
Editorial Staff 
Craig Scott, Editor-in-Chief 
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Brown and Gold. 
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except for examination periods and ~ajor holidays. Offices 
are located in 211 Student Center, RegiS College, 3539 W. 50th 
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Walt's World 
by Shawn Thssone 
Campus questions 
As the year rolls on and we become settled into our happy 
abodes, we find oddities on-campus that make us take a step 
back and ask ourselves, why? 
1) Why does the garbage get picked-up before 6:00am? This 
is a question I asked myself every time the truck slammed that 
dumpster. I think administration has taken care of this problem. 
2) Why do the steps leading down to O'Connell and West halls 
defy the human legs? 
3) Why does it always seem that the one book I want is never 
in the library, or the one page I need to copy is torn out. 
4) Why is there never a place to park on-campus? I got a park-
ing ticket for parking in a visitors only section just recently. l 
suppose I only live here, visiting is another realm of mentality. 
5) Why did that person kick a hole in the wall? I'm afraid 
there is no anwer to this one, however the cost is answered by 
all of us. 
6) Where does that money I pay for a meal plan go to? Five 
dollars a meal could buy me mucho at McDonalds. 
7) Why does everyone at Regis want to be a chief and nobody 
wants to be an indian. It's so difficult to get anything done in 
Main Hall when everybody thinks they 're right. 
8) Why does this textbook cost fifty dollars? And why doesn't 
the teacher use it? 
9) Why do those posters promoting the self-esteem workshop 
make me feel like a nobody with no friends. I guess I have to 
attend the seminar now. 
10) Why is there hardly any information on graduate pro-
grams outside of Regis College for the traditional students? ~nd 
why is that when we (the traditional students) ask questions 
like these the big-wigs answer by telling us that we only make 
up about 'one-fifth of the entire Regis enrollment (including 
RECEP, MBA, and MACCD)? 
There are obviously more questions that you make ask 
-::rou_~e , .., e~-a""r" ;;,...,....: r ~"-"'"-- '-'----. -'='--- -, -'--~ . ....;;..,o--....-.....,.....,...;;;;j 
when that quizzical feeling touches you once agam, don t st~p 
back and wonder why, take it to someone that can answer It. 
Board expresses thanks , concerns 
We would like to expre'ss our 
thanks to everyone who par-
ticipated in the "Crazy 8's" 
concert last Friday. From the 
people who helped with setup 
and takedown to those who 
watched the show, each per-
son's involvement was appre-
ciated. Thanks to you folks, we 
will be able to continue .our 
efforts to promote future con-
certs on the Regis Campus. 
For those of you who did not 
attend the concert for one 
reason or another, you missed 
a great show! The band was 
excellent and the entertainers 
deserved a larger crowd. We 
have to admit that we are 
slikhtly frustrated. We were 
under the impression th,at 
Regis students wanted con-
I 
certs on their campus, but 
without the expression of 
their opinions, we will not be 
able to program events which 
serve their interests. 
It has taken a lot of pull to 
get concerts back on the Regis 
campus ... we need your sup-
port to keep them coming. 
"Crowded House" will be here 
on Sunday, November 27, 
1988. We would like your im-
put! Who should we have 
next?? The PAC Concert Com-
mittee will meet in the up-
stairs lounge of the Student 
Center on Monday, October 17 
at 9 P.M. All interested are 
welcome to attend. 
Thank you, 
Student Executive Board 
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Building programs through the years: 
Brown and Gold remembers 
ny Paul Hiller 
The current Master Plan for 
the Regis campus is, of course, 
not the first. Though a past 
student member of the educa-
tion policy committee notes 
1 hat the school does not 
establish monetary budgets 
more than a year in advance, 
it has always been clear that 
some minds nevertheless 
reach far into the future. 
When the Jesuits first took 
this plot of land a hundred 
years ago, they built on it one 
structure, that of Main Hall. 
MCS Model78 
Computer 
• 256 KofRam 
• AT style keyboard 
• Double sided, double 
density floppy drive 
• High quality case with 
security lock and 
function lights 
OPTIONS: 
But the Jesuits are generally 
men of vision. They knew they 
would expand. 
The oldest reference to 
other Regis master plans to be 
found so far in the Brown and 
Gold is from November 30, 
1935, reprinted in the April 
A) Amber tilt swivel monitor with 
Hercules compatible graphics card . . $149.00 
0$349.00 ' B) 14" Color Monitor with color graphics card 
2510 East Arapahoe 
Littleton. Colorado 80122 
( 303) 721-1681 
500 East Oak Street 
Fort Collins, Colorado 80524 
(303) 221-1955 
30, 1967, issue. Though the 
real description of the plan is 
avoided light-heartedly in the 
1967 issue, an architect's con-
ception accompanying the 
article is apparently real. The 
picture, composed by Harry 
James Manning, Denverarchi-
'\..ec'\.., -s.b.<::>"N'B a~~ Co~~~~ o~ 
spires and stone and tree-lined 
boulevards, much different 
from what it actually has 
become. Whether there were 
definite plans to follow up on 
this architect's drawing can 
only be assumed. The original 
1935 issue is not held in the 
Brown and Gold office and 
could not be located. 
By 1947 a new long-range 
plan was inaugurated by the 
Very Reverend Raphael C. 
McCarthy, S.J., when he 
became president of the col-
lege in that year. It is unclear 
what ever happened to 
McCarthy's plans, as the only 
reference to be found for any 
of his proposed building proj-
ects was in the December 21, 
1952, issue. According to a 
front page article, construc-
tion on a new classroom 
building was to begin in early 
1953 for about $100,000 . 
''Although a new gym was 
supposed to be next on the 
agenda in the building cam-
paign, the classroom building 
became 'absolutely neces-
sary' over the past year,'' the 
article states. Located north-
east of Main Hall, the building 
was to be patterned some-
what after Loyola, another of 
McCarthy's projects. The 
building, were it ever con-
structed, is not there now. The 
new gym was never built. 
The April13, 1956, Brown 
and Gold describes a new 
long- range plan for which 
the school took out a loan of 
nearly a million dollars. Under 
the leadership of the Very 
R~verend Richard F. Ryan , 
S.J., this program was to begin 
with a new residence hall 
(O'Connell) and student 
c enter. ''The buildings will 
be of modem design, but the 
color and arrangement of the 
two structures will blend in 
with the present surround-
ings,' ' states the front-page 
article. The statue and grotto 
of the Blessed Mother cur-
rently outside O'Connell were 
to have been moved and the 
student center cafeteria was 
to be on the second floor, 
which was to be made mostly 
of glass. 
The plans at the time also 
included eventual construc-
tion of a field house, faculty 
residence hall, science build-
ing, expanded library facili-
ties, more classrooms, and ad-
ditional administration and 
alumni space. DeSmet was 
merely a former military 
building at the time, housing 
the library, campus shop, and 
a variety of student activity 
offices that would move into 
the new student center upon 
its completion. 
O'Connell and the original 
Student Center were com-
pleted in 1958, according to a 
small article in the November 
7 issue of that year. By then 
Main Hall and Carroll Hall 
had received some repairs and 
"-""-"'-' C.a-ro."\)~'& 'i'.b.e>"\) anO. ~C>Q~­
store had been moved to Car-
roll. A sprinkler system was 
installed and 5,000 spring 
bulbs planted. 
Groundbreaking for the 
fieldhouse was on April 27 , 
1959. That building would 
bring the total investments 
of the expansion program 
beyond $2 million. 
The additional Student 
Center and new DeSmet Hall 
construction were announced 
by Ryan on March 30, 1963 
and completed soon after. 
By 1964 Ryan also wanted to 
add several more donns, anew 
chapel, a fine arts building, 
and more. The plans did not 
include the retention of Main 
Hall. Roads were to be re-
moved from the campus 
altogether. 
By early 1965, according to 
the February 24 Brown and 
Gold of that year, Regis an-
nounced the planned devel-
opment of 11.9 acres on the 
southeast comer of its prop-
erty to be used for. a shopping 
center. Eventually this area 
was to expand to 29 acres and 
include a complex of apart-
ments and a medical center . 
The paper noted that "the 
income from this long term 
lease . .. should help to allevi-
ate some of the burden of 
Father Ryan's ten milli~n 
dollar expansion program· 
K Mart was built. Women 
came on campus. Plans were 
changed. Again. 
The new master plan is cur-
rently exhibited in the libra~, 
. "t doesn t and you'll not1ce 1 
include Main Hall, either. 
Regis -100 years from naw 
by Craig Scott 
The year- 2088. The 
school- La Universidad de 
Regis. The school president -
Rev. Eloise Gallo III. 
Of course, there have been 
a great deal of changes in the 
past 100 years. Spanish 
became the official language 
of the state in 2040, but the 
Brown and Gold operates as 
an underground newspaper 
and refuses to change from 
English. In 2050, women were 
finally allowed into the 
priesthood, and 10 years later, 
the Jesuits opened the doors 
of Carroll Hall to the other sex. 
Eloise Gallo's own grand-
daughter took over as presi-
dent last year when Father 
David Clarke resigned at age 
160 in order to pursue other 
career plans. 
Main Hall is no longer the 
Pink Palace, but it is now call-
<~d " The Rock ." It was re-
named to honor Rich Rock, 
who went from student ex-
ecutive board president to a 
world famous doctor. Follow-
ing in his dad's boots, literally, 
Rock earned millions which he 
gave to Regis. 
The third floor of The Rock 
was finally reopened after 
years of being condemned. It 
now houses all the trophies 
Regis won with its successful 
volleyball and forensics pro-
Carroll Hall and the Life students via satellite. 
Directions Center are the Regis is no longer the liberal 
only other buildings left on arts school it once prided it-
campus that existed in the self on. Gone are philosophy, 
1900s. The Life Directions dance and rock climbing. Here 
Center has finally become to stay is biomedical manufac-
what every visitor thought it turing and design, compulin-
was all along- a church. All tronics and super sub-cellular 
the dorms have been replaced quantum vacuum physics. Yet, 
and condos have gone up excellence in the Jesuit educa-
instead. DeSmet Thwers, the tion is still the underlying 
O'Connell Skyscraper, and philosophy- and yes, even 
Hotel West(somethingsrefuse in 2088 most people aren' t 
to ·change) now house nearly exactly sure what that means. 
all of the 42,000 students. The sports have changed as 
The K-Mart building well. Volleyball and basketball 
reverted back to the school in are games only the elders play. 
the early part of the 21st cen- Now, Super Disintegration 
tury. It houses the new book- Laser Thg and Women's Anti-
store, and even offers blue Gravity Wrestling fill the new 
light specials on gummy 50,000 plus sports arena. 
bears, potato chips and other The residency condos still get 
items occasionally. All of the trashed every weekend, C.A.s 
other buildings in the Regis (Condo Assistants) are still 
Square have been converted inherently unpopular when 
into classrooms- except they do their job, and the 
for the Pizza Hut, which is entirely automated food 
now the frathouse for Alpha service still serves turkey 
Sigma Nu. every third day. 
Other buildings include the The registrar's office still 
Center for Thxic Studies built frowns when their rules aren't 
over the pit behind K-Mart; followed, the development 
the Archeological Science office still hits up all the 
building was built over the old parents for money each year, 
dugouts on the baseball field; and the radio station still plays 
and the Institute for Human ahodge-podgeofmusicfound 
Sexuality stands on the site of frightening to many listeners. 
the old O'Connell bushes. Indeed, some things go on 
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Jj' yau cauld see one thing 
added to campus, whnt 
wauldit be? 
by Christina Bazarian 
Freshman Nicholas Jack-
son, "automated fly-swatters 
in the cafeteria, and a bike 
rack by every building." 
Sophomore Dyanna De-
Cola, "a new enlarged 
fieldhouse, and a social ac-
tivities addition to the Stu-
dent Center." 
Freshman Patty Oritz, "a 
liquor store." 
Sophomore David 
Woessner, "a nice big 
Gumby in the middle of the 
Quad." 
Sophomore Paul Weil, 
"get rid of Ranger Station 
and put in a bar." 
Sophomore Lisa Brad-
bury, "build eight dorms and 
ship in 10,000 Rastafarians." 
The original DeSmet Hall, merely an army building acquired 
Regis, housed the Campus Shop, yearbook office, library, 
other activities space until the new expanded student 
offered relief in the early sixties. The army building ran the 
of the current DeSmet Hall and stood in the same location. 
, · graTh<& ill '\;'ti.e '"a.'i:e ~'d~s:~" a.\Bo 
houses a staff gift shop -
which was Gallo's idea. The 
gift shop even sells small 
stones carved out of the 
framework of the building and 
advertises them as ''Get a 
Piece of The Rock.'' 
No faculty comes to school just as they always have. _ 
an~~OTe;ia~er,the~-\.ea.c~ w;;;;;;;~;;;;;;~--~~~--;_ ........................................ .. 
from home. This is due to two 
reasons. First, there is no park-
ing for them anyway, and 
secondly, the new telecom-
munications devices installed 
in all the classrooms bring the 
wisdom of the faculty to the 
Wordsearch by Paul niller 
Yet another! The items below can be found up, down, or 
diagonally, forwards or backwards. Those containing more than 
one word will not each necessarily be found on one line. 
Master Plan K Mart Gone Money 
Cleanup Money Exhibit 
Money Time Revitalization 
Unstable More Time Construction 
Never Done Labor Pink Palace 
Landscaping New Look Grass 
c y Q N w L 0 K 0 0 L w E N 
T E X H E B s u D K J v 0 R 
N u K M A s c M s T I M E 
M 0 s N I 0 A A H 0 T T s X 
M A s T E R L p A N z y H 
D L 0 v I T G E z u w E Q I 
0 M N G X p I N K N E y B 
A s N 0 N F L A w 0 R D p T 
N s N E N A X B L 0 K F u T 
K E v u T E E L B A T s N u 
c E E I J K y A I K c K A N 
R p v M z R L w p T M E E s 
z E G N I p A c s D N A L 
T 
R N 0 I T c u R T s N 0 c 
y 
the rumar is true . .. 
CROWDED HOUSE 
In Concert Here at 
November 27, 1988 
The Last Bash before classes resume 
after Thanksgiving Break 
Look for more details in the next issue. 
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An interview with the Crazy 8's 
by Christina Bazarian 
Crazy 8's, isn't that the name 
of a card game you play? Ac-
tually, yes it is. But in this case, 
Crazy 8 's refers to the hot new 
band out of Portland, Oregon. 
The band first came to-
gether in March of '82 under 
the direction of lead singer 
and alto saxophone player, 
Todd Duncan. Along with 
members Tim Tub on key-
boards and saxophone; Danny 
Schauffler on saxophone, 
tenor, and keyboards; Ric 
Washington on drums; Carl 
Smith on percussion; Wanaka 
on guitar; and Mike Regan on 
bass, the band began playing 
around Northwest colleges. 
dumb question. ''Originally 
there were eight members of 
the band, but one member 
dropped out last year. Crazy 
is just the way we are, and it's 
a fun name to say,'' said Dun-
can. When asked what their 
music preference was, Duncan 
replied, "We all listen to dif-
ferent types of music. It's like 
a big stew mixed in with dif-
ferent spices and coming out 
Crazy 8." 
·As of yet, the group is under 
their own label (RED RUM), 
but in the future they wish to 
be distributed by a major 
label who will pay them for 
their type of music. Under 
their own label, the band 
hasn't done too badly, pro-
ducing four albums including 
their most recent release, Big 
Live Nut Pack. 
Most bands might see them-
selves living in the lap of lux-
ury, but not this one. In the 
future they see themselves, 
"Dead, because one day we'll 
all die eventually,'' said 
Duncan. 
If you're wondering as to 
how the band came up with 
the name Crazy 8's, it's not a 
Opening up for such bands 
as Romeo Void and English 
Beat, the band prefers playing 
for larger audiences because 
more money is involved . 
However, the band feels a big-
ger impression is made and 
it's more personal when deal-
ing with smaller audiences. 
Currently the band is on 
their "Nut Up or Shut Up" 
tour playing 55 cities in two 
months. 
The Crazy 8's performed to a small, but enthusiastic crowd in the 
fieldhouse last week 
Waldman comments on concert __________ ~------
Des:pite a smaller than ex- Program Activity Council Attendance was estimated to their performance. She went 
pected turnout, the Crazy 8 Director Deb Waldman. ''I on- be ·100. on to thank all the students 
concert last week in the ly wish we could have given Waldman did say that every- and others who helped set up 
fieldhousestillwentwell,felt them the numbers they one there "was amazed" at forthebandandpulltheevent 
deserved,'' said Waldman. the ability of the band and together. 
BLOOM 
COUNTY 
by 
Berke 
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Repertory theater plays to small crowd 
BlllX'S INN 
4403 Lowell Blvd. 
Welcome's back the 101st 
Graduating Class of Regis 
College!! Get 2 for 1 with 
this ad. 
One per custonwr. 
od till October 31, 1 !!_88 
I.D. 
REQUIRED 
by Beth Stone 
On October 6 the Alpha 
Omega players of the Reper-
tory Theatre of America 
travelled to Regis to present 
Neil Simon's "I Ought Th Be 
In Pictures.'' 
Campus life booked the 
troupe in June and publicized 
the dinner theater event with 
posters, two memos to faculty 
~-LAUNDRY 
4922 Lowell Blvd. 
458-9913 
• DROP OFF SERVICE 
., ATTENDANT ON DUTY ALL THE TIME 
• RUG & SLEEPING BAG WASHER AVAILABLE 
• FRIENDLY HOMELIKE ATMOSPHERE 
ALSO SELF SERVICE 
46 WASHERS 42 DRYERS 
• OPEN 7 AM TO 9 AM DAILY 
and staff and a news release 
in the Brown and Gold. 
Despite these efforts, turn-
out at the event was bitterly 
disappointing. 
Originally, an Italian buffet 
was to be featured with the 
show, but plans for the dinner 
had to be cancelled because 
only nine reservations were 
made. After the dinner's can-
cellation, two additional peo-
ple came to see the free show. 
Of the eleven that attended 
the performance, less than 
half were Regis students. 
Julie Ford of campus life 
cited the volleyball game as 
one of the main reasons for 
lack of student interest. 
However, there was really no 
obvious reason for the poor 
faculty and staff attendance. 
''They always wantus to (plan 
events)forthem, but this time 
they just blew us off,'' stated 
Ford. 
PUZZLE SOLUTION 
The Alpha Omega players, 
unruffled by their small 
audience, gave an exciting per-
formance of Simon's touching 
comedy. ''They were fantastic. 
They were very professional 
and did a great job of perform-
ing for only eleven people.'' 
Ford said. 
ACROSS 
1Coln 
5 Goddess of 
discord 
9 Health resort 
12 Sea In Asia 
13 Rockfish 
14 Hit lightly 
15 Twists 
17 Native 
Americans 
19 Condescends 
21 Woody plant 
22 Mark left 
by wound 
24 French article 
25 Deposit 
28Stroke 
27 Climbing device 
29 Manuscript: 
abbr. 
311mltate 
32 Exists 
33 Either 
34 Ocean 
35 Symbol for 
tellurium 
36 Pretentious 
home 
38 Shallow vessel 
39 Prohibit 
40 Concerning 
41 Transaction 
42 Sandarac tree 
44 Precipitate 
46 Outlaws 
48 Martini 
Ingredient 
51 Cover 
52 Joslp Broz 
54 Hawaiian 
wreaths 
55 Abstract being 
56 Gaelic 
57 Strike 
DOWN 
Bob James 
in concert 
One of the most acclaimed 
keyboardists and composers 
of his generation, Bob James 
will be appearing in concert 
at Boettcher Concert Hall on 
Friday, Oct. 21. Tickets are 
available at TicketMaster 
outlets for the 7:30p.m. show. 
Two premieres of films 
focusing on musical pioneers 
and legends will open and 
close the 11th Westward 
Denver International Film 
FestivaL Tonight ooens the 
festival at the "Paramount 
Theater with a 7:30 perfor-
mance of ''That Rhythm, 
Those Blues.'' 
The flying Karamozov 
Brothers bring their comedy, 
juggling, and acrobatics act to 
the Arvada Center for the Per-
forming Arts on Oct. 21 and 22 
for an 8:00 p.m. show. 
At Boulder's Coast on Oct. 
21 and 22 is the Richard 
'l'homasband. Their 7:30p.m. 
performances will cost $15 on 
the day of show. 
The 
Weekly 
Crossword 
Puzzle 
6 Checked 
7 Hostelries 
8 Mournful 
9 Begin 
10 Sheet of glass 
11 Pari of church 
16 Spanish for 
••yes" 
18 Roman road 
20 Drinking vessel 
22 Quarrel 
23 Sleeveless cloak 
25 Withered 
'-+--+--+--l 27 Falsiller 
28 Apporiloned 
29 Repast 
30 Rational 
34 Breed of dog 
36 Pasteboard 
37 Relies on 
39 Musical organ-
Izations 
">!'!~'"'+--+-~ 41 Trades for 
money 
-+--+-~ 42 Competent 
43 Shower 
44 Mix 
45 Fulfill 
47 Suffix: native of 
49 Byway of 
50 Extrasensory 
perception: 
abbr . 
...... +--+--+--1 53 Faeroe Islands 
whirlwind 
Housing crunch puts students into 
by Michael O'Keefee 
(CPS)- University of Miami 
sophomore Ronnie Issenberg 
lived in the lap of luxury for 
almost a month this fall, and 
hated it. 
lssenberg was one of the 160 
students who the university 
temporarily put up at the 
Biltmore Hotel, one of Miami's 
swankiest, because of on-
campus housing shortages. 
Another 200 will live at a 
local Holiday Inn for the rest 
of the term. 
"When you're a new stu-
dent," said Issenb~rg, who 
transferred to Miami from a 
community college, ''you live 
on campus to meet people. But 
I was isolated. After classes, 
I couldn't hang out on campus. 
I had to go back to . the 
Biltmore.'' 
Issenberg, alas, was not 
alone: students on scores of 
campuses nationwide opened 
fall term in recent weeks liv-
ing in hotels, dormitory 
lounges, or sharing rooms with 
more roommates than usual. 
Dakota and Iowa who are liv-
ing in dorm lounges because 
their schools don't have rooms 
for them. 
Boston University, like 
Miami, was forced to house 
students in hotels to cope 
with the housing crunch, 
while Loyola sent students to 
live at nearby Tulane Univer-
sity. And at the University of 
Connecticut, students are 
doubled and tripled into 
rooms to accommodate the 
overflow. 
Baylor University, on the 
other hand, has too many 
rooms. Administrators there 
announced two weeks ago 
they were converting a dormi-
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alternative sites 
tory into a guest and con-
ference hall. 
"It's been confusing 
enough,'' Hallenbeck said. 
"None of us really has a han-
dle on it. As far as determin-
ing the reasons, we have 
nothing concrete. We're just 
guessing.'' 
He speculated that many 
~-
campuses- expecting big 
enrollment drops this decade 
-failed to plan for a ''little 
baby boom'' in 1970 that now 
is producing a temporary 
surplus of freshmen or for 
their own success in keeping 
enrollments up by convincing 
·'a greater percentage of high 
school students" to go to 
college. 
'~ 
Students at Mississippi State 
and North Carolina State 
Universities, Clarion Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania, Grinnell 
College in Iowa and the 
University of Texas-Austin, to 
nan\.~ a\.~~ ~ \~."'C~~\Y~U..~-t~fin~ 
from on-campus housing 
shortages. 
UniversitY of Miami student Ronnie lssenberg was exiled to live at the luxurious Biltmore Hotel (right), but wasn't happy about it. 
Housing officials tend to 
blame the shortage on stu-
dents' unpredictability. 
''The situation is that you 
never know who is going to 
show up'' to take rooms they 
sign up for, said Loyola Univer-
sity of New Orleans Director of 
Residential Life Robert Reed. 
''Schools, in their 
strategic planning, 
maybe figures they 
wouldn't need more 
housing and put 
their priorities into 
academic programs.'' 
Students, Reed said, some-
times sign up for rooms both 
on -and off campus. Th make 
su.re they can fill their build-
ings, dorm officials com-
monly overbook their dorms, 
figuring they can put excess 
students into lounges until 
some of their dorrnrnates drop 
or flunk out. 
Bu~ this year is different. 
There's a major housing 
crunch on campuses. 
"It's fairly regional," said 
University of Georgia Housing 
Director Dan Hallenbeck, 
who is also the president of 
the Association of College and 
University Housing Officers. 
"In the Northeast, there's a 
real crunch, especially in Con-
necticut and Rhode Island. 
The further west you go, it's 
not so bad.'' 
That's little consolation to 
the students at the univer-
sities of Houston, North 
(CPS)- Yale University and 
Swarthmore College - the 
alma maters of presidential 
candidates George Bush and 
Michael Dukakis - are the 
top-ranking schools in the 
nation, according to U.S. News 
and World Report :S fourth an-
nual "America's Best Col-
leges" survey. 
The controversial survey, 
which like most such rankings 
drew a wave of protest from 
the higher education com-
munity last year, has been 
retooled to make it more ob-
jective, said U.S. News 
spokesman Paul Vizza. 
''Over the past year we've 
been working with college 
presidents to make the survey 
better," said Vizza. "It's an 
ongoing process, and we're 
very pleased with it.'' 
The survey will appear in 
the Oct. 10 issue of the 
magazine. 
The survey, designed to help 
parents and students choose a 
college, now incorporates data 
from the College Board about 
school selectivity, budgets, 
retention and graduation rates 
and the strengths of education 
programs. Previous surveys 
simply asked university an·1 
college presidents which 
schools they thought were 
best. 
Those changes, Vizza said, 
were made in part because 
critics said previous surveys 
were superficial and mis-
leading. More than 65 college 
presidents asked the maga-
zine to discontinue the survey 
last year. 
' 'Yours is a highly superficial 
but highly visible analysis that 
helps those who don't need it 
and makes it harder for those 
who need help," said Middle-
bury College President Olin C. 
Robison. 
THUNDERBIRD 
AMERICAN GAADUATE SCHOOL 
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT 
Glendale, Arizona 85306 USA 
A representative will be on campus 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1988 
to discuss 
GRADUATE STUDY 
Interviews may be scheduled at 
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT CENTER 
Michael DIBari, Mloml Hurricane/College Press Selvlce 
That criticism, moreover, 
has not abated. "It think 
higher education is more com-
plex than rating restaurants,'' 
said Robin Mamlet, director of 
admissions at Sarah Lawrence 
College. The U.S. News survey, 
she said, "is simplistic." 
Yale, according to U.S. News, 
is the best national university, 
defined as a school that offers 
a full range of baccalaureate 
programs, grants doctoral 
degrees and receives at least 
$12.5 million annually in 
federal research support. 
• 
nology, Harvard and the 
Massachusetts Institute of 
Thchnology. 
Swarthmore College, U.S. 
News reports, is the top na-
tional liberal arts college, 
defined as a highly selective 
school that awards more than 
half its degrees in the lib-
eral arts. 
Swarthmore is the ''very 
model of the small liberal-arts 
college,'' the magazine said, 
because of its high-quality 
faculty, student body and 
resources. Amherst College is 
number two, followed by two 
other Massachusetts schools 
- Williams College and 
Wellesley College - and 
California's Pomona College. 
Yale is tops, the magazine 
says, because of the school's 
reenergized commitment to 
science and technology. Yale is 
followed by Princeton, the 
California Institute of Thch-r;:::::::::::~· ............... =====, ....ww~n•--
WANT MORE 
THANA 
DESK JOB? 
Looking for an exciting and 
challenging career 
where each day is different? 
Many Air Force people 
have such a career as Pilots 
and Navigators. Maybe you 
can join them. Find out 
if you qualify. Contact your 
Air Force recruiter today. 
Call 
1-800-423-USAF TOLL FREE 
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Sports~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Fall Season Postponed 
By Dino Maniatis 
The fall baseball season has 
been officially postponed until 
February of next year. This 
decision was made by athletic 
director Tom Dedin after the 
resignation of head coach Del 
Petersen at the beginning of 
the season. 
With this postponement, 
Regis will now be practicing 
on the intramural and soccer 
fields for two reasons: The 
school will not have to pay for 
a rental field which is less 
strain on the budget, and 
Dedin will be close at hand 
during practices for any of the 
duties of the athletic director-
ship. 
Dedin, along with the sup-
port of assistant coaches Carl 
Johnson and John Piccone, 
will implement his philosophy 
and teaching on the team. The 
team will be weight training 
about three times per week 
and working practices around 
the other teams' time frames. 
It is a quality program that 
Dedin is trying to build with 
the focus on baseball year 
around and this, the new coach 
feels is the key to any team's 
success. With the fall season 
being so informal, (no um-
pires, etc.) the practices are 
not going to be as high pres-
sure and the athletes will not 
miss as much class. 
On the other hand, it will 
not be a very relaxed program 
either. The program is 
tailored to fit in with the 
demanding schedules of the 
players and yet keeps the team 
in focus and in shape for the 
spring season and the first 
game on February 24. 
Dedin comments, "Basically 
the reason why we cancelled 
the fall games was because I 
wanted to be on hand for any 
athletic department needs that 
might arise and also because I 
wanted to teach my system of 
baseball. By planning a 'fall 
schedule, I don't feel that I 
could have · accomplished 
either." 
WANTED 
EARN MONEY 
AND GAIN 
EXPERIENCE 
The Brown and Gold 
is looking for persons 
to fill Editorial Positions 
at Newspaper! 
Stipends up to $450 
for some posi~ions 
Areas of: Editor-in-chief, 
features and photography editors 
sports, 
business and advertising 
managers .. 
Train this fall 
and 
take over in May 1989 
Open to anyone, but 
semester training period is 
MANDA'IDRY! 
Contact: 
The Brown and Gold 
211 Student Center 
458-4152 
Enjoyment key to fitness routines 
by Kim Connelly 
The key to physical fitness 
is enjoying the exercise 
routine that one establishes 
for oneself. If a person doesn't 
enjoy their exercise, they have 
a tendency to quit or only 
engage in the activity spor-
adically. Linda Gillan, director 
of the fitness center in the Life 
Directions Center, sees her 
and her staff's job as making 
physical fitness fun and per-
sonalized so that a person pur-
sues a regular routine. 
''Our goal is to assist 
students, faculty and staff in 
their endeavors to improve or 
maintain their fitness levels, 
and to help them have fun 
while doing it;" Gillan said. 
Gillan asserts that a lot of 
people know what they're 
supposed to do as far as fit-
ness goes, but if they don't 
eJ\ioy it they won't perservere 
with the regime. Gillan also 
believes that individuals 
who have support, encourage-
ment and some kind of reward 
for their endeavors tend to 
work harder. 
Keeping these beliefs in 
mind, the fitness center staff 
has been quite busy trying to 
improve the facilities and 
discovering ways to serve and 
attract the Regis community. 
Among the additional offer-
ings this year are new aerobic 
machines, bikes, earlier hours 
(7-9 a.m.), nutrition analysis, 
and the Fitness Challenge. 
Gillan is most enthusiastic 
about the Fitness Challenge 
program because it develops 
friendly competition between 
residence halls, departments 
and peers, thus creating more 
participation. The challenge 
simply rewards certain stu-
dents, residence halls, faculty 
and staff for their work 
towards fitness. Each person 
must chart his/her exercise in 
the fitness center, and the 
person who has actually done 
the most exercise will receive 
a sweatshirt with the Fitness 
Challenge logo on it. Gillan 
said that there will be other 
prizes arranged including 
magazine subscriptions, ski lift 
tickets, and t -shirts. 
The fitness center has 
already begun to see the pro-
gress of its endeavors as more 
NATIONAL 
VOLLEYBALL 
STANDIN.GS 
1. North Dakota State 
2. Portland State U. 
3. CSU Sacramento 
4. CSU Nothridge 
5. UC Riverside 
6. REGIS COLLEGE 
7. CMSU 
8. West Texas State U. 
9. U. of Nebraska-Omaha 
10. Saint Cloud State MN. 
students are . utilizing the 
facilities this year. Last year 
the center averaged 70-75 
exercisers a day. Now about 
97 individuals work-out each 
day. Yet, Gillan would like to 
see this interest not only con-
tinue but increase as the year 
progresses. The men's and 
women's basketball team 
have even taken advantage 
of the center this year as the 
aerobics classes have been 
integrated into their pre-
season, team conditioning. 
"It's been great having the 
teams at aerobics. It's fun to 
have enthusiastic people who 
really like to work-out and 
put their heart and soul into 
it. They [the basketball 
players] have been good 
models for our other exer~ 
cisers to see,'' Gillan said. 
Gillan says that the addi-
tions in the center will con-
tinue as they are in the process 
of obtaining a magazine rack 
for periodicals that relate to 
athletics, a music library in 
order to diversify the aerobics 
routines, and files that will 
store each person's exercise 
chart. Plus, the on-going in-
struction of the staff of 16 
work/study students enables 
them to better serve the 
campus. 
''We're really trying to make 
everything easy and acces-
sible too," Gillan said. Obvi-
ously the staff cannot do 
everything for people, so those 
who are interested in their 
level of performance and 
nutrition can do a variety of 
self-tests that determine their 
level. By regular testing, a per-
son can follow their progress. 
"Being able to track your 
improvement is self-moti-
vating," Gillan said. "And 
they'll realize that fitness is 
something in their lives that 
they can really have control 
over.'' 
Intranturals 
Men~ football 
Two teams remain undefeated in intramural football to date. In 
Division I Githuta leads the pack with five wins and no losses. In 
Division II action, The Machine heads the roster also with five wins 
and no losses. Githuta is looking strong and boasts Bob Clark as the 
player of mention. Chris Kaiser and Jerry Luftafski share the 
limelight for The Machine. 
loe Runtz. commi5ioner \or lM \oot'mill. commen~eu fuat, "'Tb.e 
league is coming along really well." 
DIVISION I DIVISION II 
1st Githuta 5-0 1st The Machine 
2nd Toucholes 4-1 2nd Wanes 
3rd MacAttack 3-2 3rd Pelvic Missionaries 
4th P.C.'s 1-3 4th Public Enemy 
5thApapop 0-4 5th The Snotwebs 
women's intramural football team uu,Ju""" 
plans in a recent game 
5-0 
4-1 
2-3 
1-4 
0-5 
CO-ED SOFTBALL STANDINGS, LAST GAME SCORES 
ALLNITERS 4-0 
GRAPHIX 2-2 
PEANUT DODES 2-2 
MASTERBATTERS 1-3 
JOHNNY'S KIDS 1-2 
P.E.'S 0-3 
MASTERBATTERS 
ALLNITERS 
GRAPHIX 
JOHNNY'S KIDS 
P.E.'S 
PEANUT DODES 
9 
2 
12 
9 
19 
4 
There will be a Co-Ed softball tournament on Sunday, 
October 16. 
doubles volleyball 
The 2-on-2 Co-Ed Volleyball tournament was held on 
October 9. Thn teams participated. The winning team was 
composed of Mike Atwell and Lori Olson. 
By Dino Maniatis 
Two Fridays ago the of the match. Candee 
volleyball team polished off Broadhurst and Julie Jaszai 
the University of Alaska at picked up the slack and 
Faibanks in consecutive outperformed everyone in 
games. Regis was able to give serve receive and attacking. 
a lot of the other players much The coach agrees that the 
valuable playing time because team has many 
the skill level of the Alaska multi-dimensional players who 
team wasn't as high as was can pick up the slack for 
expected. The first game, another position and this 
which went 15-1, was factor contributed to Regis' 
indicative of this. The 15-10 win in the first game. 
Fairbanks team is comprised The second game proved 
mostly of younger, more less fortunate when Metro's 
inexperienced players. Regis efficient playing earned them a 
wasn't as sharp as they could win, holding Regis to a mere 
have been according to head six points. Flustered, but not 
coach, Frank Lavrisha, but frustrated, the team turned the 
the team usually plays better tables in the latter half of the 
against the better teams. The third game exhibiting effective 
score in three games: 15-1, offense and sufficient defense 
15-8. 15-13. to edge past Metro and gain 
The following Tuesday three more points in the end of 
brought Regis to the Metro the game. The last game, in a 
court to face 400 of their fans. shotgun wedding, Metro 
Metro State came out quickly married defeat as Regis 
with an unbelievable defense continued their momentum 
which s<ymied the quick hitters and played consistent offense 
of Regis. Metro limited Regis and an eleven point defense. 
to only a .184 hitting In retrospect the coach 
is to go undefeated in 
conference play. It was an 
important victory against one 
of the better teams on their 
home court." The score in 
four: 15-10, 6-15, 15- 12, and 
15-11. 
One week ago tonight, 
Regis hosted the University of 
Northern Colorado. The 
opponents seemed eager to 
ride back to Greeley with a 
grin and a victory under their 
belt. Throughout the entire 
match, Regis played 
exceptionally well and not 
once allowed UNC the 
opportunity to snowball any 
momentum and make it 
noticed much on the 
scoreboard. Candee Broad-
hurst, Kelly Carruthers, and 
Corrine Donnelly mustered 
29 of the 46 total kills, leading 
the team to a 15-9, 15-7, and 
15-9 victory. "It was a good 
victory for us because we 
worked well on all facets of 
our game. With both victories 
this week [UNC and Metro] 
we will establish ourselves as 
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Teamwork has proven the key to the Ranger's success 
one of the top contenders for 
the conference title. It was a 
delight to see a lot of school 
spirit at the victory and we are 
looking to fan support, 
especially against the 
University of Alaska 
Anchorage on Friday night." 
Looking into the future, the 
coach said, "The next three 
weeks are crucial m 
determining our goal of 
conference champion." 
The Regis team record is 
15-2 overall and 3-0 m 
conference matches. ~rcentage during the course .commented, "Our season goal 
Soccer team goes 1-4-1 over past two weeks 
by Nicholas Jackson 
The Regis Rangers team, in 
the midst of a building season, 
experienced two weeks of ups 
and downs as they triumphed 
over rival New Mexico, tied 
Wesminister College, and ex-
perienced four disappointing 
losses to rival Metro State, 
Master's College, University 
of Denver, and the University 
of North Texas. 
On Wednesday, September 
28, the Ranger soccer team 
matched up against the 
University of New Mexico. 
Before the game, Assistant 
Coach Randy Freeman and 
Jim Stringfellow, the senior 
Ranger fullback, predicted 
that the game would be ''hard-
hitting and physical.'' The 
game, indeed, was extremely 
physical as players from both 
teams joined in the hitting. 
The scoring began when Don 
Gallegos put a ball past the 
goalie in the first half. Then 
the bright-red New Mexico 
team answered with a goal of 
their own. That goal was the 
first and last that the Lobos 
would obtain in the game. The 
Rangers, though, were able to 
convert two more shots into 
scores, one coming on a "Pele" 
style kick by Dave Woessnor 
rrom \.herron\. of the goal and 
another put in by Mark Com-
pton. The final score was Regis 
3 and the University of New 
Mexico 1. 
The Rangers then traveled 
to Salt Lake City on September 
30 to take on the Master's Col-
lege. This very disappointing 
game was lost by Regis, 2-0. 
Two yellow cards and one red 
card were issued to Regis. 
On October 2, Regis travell-
ed to Wesminister College and 
cameawaywithatie, 1-1, with 
Mark Compton scoring from 
an assist by Mike Adams. 
After a four day rest the 
Rangers came home to com-
pete against archrival Metro 
State, whom they tied earlier 
in the season. The first half 
belonged to Regis as they 
built a 2-1 lead on scores by 
Don Gallegos on an assist by 
Mark Compton and Mark 
Compton on an assist by Mike 
Adams. The second half, 
though, luck turned against 
the Rangers as the game 
became almost a brawl in 
which the referees seemed to 
ignore fouls by Metro and 
concentrate on fouls by Regis. 
Finally a Metro player re-
ceived a well-deserved yellow 
card for unnecessary rough-
ness. Metro scored three times 
and won the game 4-2. As an 
indication of the degree of in-
tensity which each team 
used, Regis had 16 penalties 
and 2 yellow cards while 
Metro had 17 penalties and 2 
yellow cards. 
After a disappointing loss to 
D.U., on October 12 Regis 
played North Texas State 
University in a game at home. 
The first half scoring saw Don 
Gallegos put in an unassisted 
ball and North Texas score 
once also. The second half, 
though, the Rangers seemed 
to burn out and allowed three 
scores from North Texas. The 
final score was Regis 1 and 
North Texas 4. 
Mike Napoli, the sophomore 
middle backer, perhaps sum-
Regis to support Children's Hospit~ 
The Regis College Volleyball these kids fight for victory group showmg the most sup-
team will meet the United against childhood diseases. By portbyattendanceandenthu-
States Air Force Academy for coming out to support the si~m .. In exchan~e for .con-
an intense match on Wednes- Rangers, you will equally be tnbutwns, ?oor priZes will. be 
day, October 26, 1988 at 7:30 supporting the children. . awar~ed WI~h procee~s gomg 
P · th R g· c llege The theme for the evenmg to Children s Memonal Hos-. m. In e e IS o , d . 1m d" 1 ~ ll · Fieldhouse. This game is a will b_e "Beak Night' an pital. me I.ate y ~o o:wmg 
t 1 f th everyone is encouraged to the game, bnng your ticket mos unusua one or e . 
·Ra be ·t ·n b design their own beak and stub to the Ranger StatiOn for 
ngers cause I WI ene- . "Beak · rt d $ 75 b 
f . t Ch "ld ' M · 1 wear them while RegiS s a victory pa y an . eers. I I ren s emona "ll b L ' h l h k"d t . 
H . the Falcons.'' Prizes WI e et s e p t ese I s o vic-ospital. . b k · t · k d A h t bat- awarded for the biggest ea , tory agams SIC ness an 
1 
s. the Rangers ave 0 most colorful beak and most disease as we cheer the 
t e different tough opponents, l b k Rangers to victory against the 
d h kid t Child ' unusua ea . . 
so 0 ~ e s. a ren s In addition, ,the Ranger Sta- United States Air Force 
Memonal Hospital, and as the . donated a pizza party Academy Falcons. 
Rangers fight for victory t10n has ~ the dorm or off campus 
against their oppqnents, so do ~or 
med up the feelings of the 
team best when he remarked 
that ' 'even when you try to do 
something right, it comes out 
wrong ... we're like the Bron-
cos. We can do it in practice, 
but [in] the game it doesn't 
seem to come together.'' The 
Ranger soccer team is having 
a very frustrating year this 
year, but with 17 people ex-
pected to return next year, the 
prospects are looking very 
promising. 
Focus on. • 
NAME: 
Corrine Donnelly 
AGE: 21 
BIRTHDAY: November 17, 1966 
HEIGHT: 5'10" WEIGHT: 150 
CLASS: junior (transfer from Metro) 
SPORT: volleyball 
MAJOR: Sociology MINOR: Criminal Justice 
FAVORITE CLASS: Stats with Dr. Brase 
• 
MOST RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENT: recovery from 
jaw surgery 
GOAL FOR THE SEASON: to play as good or better than 
I was before I took last year off 
BIGGEST RIVAL: Metro 
"YOU'VE GOT TO HAVE FUN ... IF IT'S NOT FUN 
ANYMORE, YOU SHOULDN'T BE DOING IT," advice fro 
Donnelly. 
FAVORITE MOVIE: ''The Big Blue'' 
I LIKE: Persian music 
FAVORITE FOOD: pizza 
WHEN I GROW-UP I WANT TO: work with people! 
I WOULD NEVER: do anything that makes me unhappy. 
PET PEEVE: irresponsibility 
PERFECfiON IS: Being who I want to be. 
" i 
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Every day, good people all across America enjoy the re-
freshment of a cold beer or alcoholic beverage. And they do 
it with good sense. ~·.4 ~ But, there'll always be a few who don't 
• *'V know the meaning of moderation. ~~ To help educate these people, Anheuser-'\~~ Busch and your local distributor are proud 
~.,<;:, m to have developed "KNOW WHEN TO SAY 
WHEN:' A national campaign to promote 
greater awareness of the responsibilities associated with 
drinking. 
Anheuser-Busch is proud of the product we brew and sell. 
We know having a drink in moderation is part ( 01'13~1\TION) 
of a normal lifestyle for millions of Americans. ALE Rill 
All it takes is to know when to say when. Because • • • ••• 
you're the cutoff man. 
Cl1987, ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANIES, INC. • ST LOUIS, MO 
Denver Wholesale Operation 
1455 East 62nd Avenue 
Denver, CO 80216-1298 
(303) 289-3421 
